
In a Heartbeat



there is a boy named sam. Sam runs to school.



Sam has red hair. Sam is scared.



Sam hides. He hides because he's scared. There is another boy named Alex.



alex has brown hair. He also has an apple and a book.



Sam is in a tree. He looks at alex nervously. Alex does not see Sam.



Alex plays with the apple and reads the book .



Alex looks at me the tree but doesn't see Sam. Sams heart jumps.



Sam hides again. Alex doesn't see Sam because Sam is hiding in the tree 



Sams heart leaves his chest. His heart is in love.



The heart wants to talk to alex but Sam is nervous and doesn't want to talk to 
alex.



Now the heart is in Alex's hand . Alex doesnt play with the apple, he doesn't 
have the apple. He has sams heart.



Sam wants his heart . But alex has his heart. Alex doesn't know that he has 
sams heart.



sam grabs Alex's hand because  his heart is in sams hand.



Now Sam is very nervous. The heart is in Alex's book.



Sam grabs his heart, and hugs alex .



The heart is in the trash can .



Sam and his heart are in the trash can . 



The heart grabs Alex's finger. The heart wants to talk to alex.



The heart touches Alex's brown hair. The heart wants to talk to alex.



Alex enters the school.



The heart also enters the school.



Sam is very scared.



The heart romantically touches Alex's face



Sam grabs the heart and the heart grabs Alex's finger.



The other students look at Sam and Alex.



The heart completely breaks.



Sam quickly runs from the school. Alex has half of Sam’s heart.



Sam hides again. He hides behind the tree.



Sam has half of his heart, and Alex has the other half.



Sam sees Alex, and Alex sees Sam.



Now Sam doesn’t look at Alex because he is very nervous.



Alex gives half of the heart to Sam. Now the heart is complete.



The heart is complete and is happy.



Sam and Alex look at each other romantically.



Their hearts shine. They are in love.


